"CLAY" OR A MODEL OF REPETITION
Heleno Godoy

Two things have called the critics' attention ) in James Joyce's
"Clay," the tenth story in Dubliners: the symbolic duplicity of Maria, at
the same time the witch and the Virgin, and the omission, when Maria
sings "I Dreamt that I Dwelt," of the second stanza of the song, the hit
tune from the opera The Bohemian Girl, libretto by Alfred Bunn and
music by Michael William Balfe. 2 Although Joyce presents this omission in an ambiguous way ("she sang again," "no one tried to show her
her mistake"3), much attention has been given, in critical analyses of
the story, to the stanza which is not sung, where there are references to
marriage, something Maria, old and ugly, could not aspire to. 4
According to those interpreations of Joyce's short story, Maria
cannot sing the second verse of the song because, "consciously or unconsciously she rejects such a direct statement of her own situation"
(Hudson), "she sees herself ridiculous and rather ugly" (Noon). Her
omission of the second verse of the song constitutes "a Freudian accident," since Maria is "a libido-ridden old maid" (Cowan). Tindall understands that the second verse of the song, "which concerns love and
suitors, suits one who, lacking love and avoiding fertility, has chosen
prayer and death," while Staley says that Maria "does not sing the
second verse with its references to marriage and happiness, because,
for the first time, she sees her life for what it is." The diversity of interpretations demonstrates well the difficulty introduced by Joyce in his
short story. However, it is not in the continual reference to the stanza
which is not sung that resides the key for a possible interpretation of
"Clay," but in the ambiguity through which the story is presented, for
the narrative discourse in "Clay" is also ambiguous.
The first two paragraphs of the story can be taken as an example.
First, there is the opposition between "the matron" and Maria.
The matron had given her leave to go out as soon as the
women's tea was over and Maria looked forward to her evening out. The kitchen was spick and span: the cook said you
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could see yourself in the big copper boilers. The fire was
nice and bright and on one/of the side-tables were four very
big barmbracks. These barmbracks seemed uncut; but if you
went closer you would see that they had been cut into long
thick even slices and were ready to be handed round at tea.
Maria had cut them herself. (99)
Any attentive reader can detect, in this first paragraph, the signals
of a re-written Cinderella story: the young woman who works very
much, does everything right and, perhaps, lives a sad life. Since there
is a matron, there are also the possible stepsisters ("The women"). The
very choice of the name Maria is suggestive, for it reminds us of the
Blessed Virgin, by tradition represented as always young. Since Maria
"looked forward to her evening out" (another sign of "cinderellaty"),
we wait for the reason: a ball or a dance, perhaps?
A surprise, however, meets us in the second paragraph,
defamiliarizing the process established by the first one.
Maria was a very, very small person indeed but she had a
very long nose and a very long chin. She talked a little
through her nose, always soothingly: Yes, my dear, and No,
my dear. She was always sent for when the women quarrelled over their tubs and always succeeded in making
peace. One day the matron had said to her: — Maria, you
are a veritable peace-maker!
The beginning of the first sentence in this new paragraph destroys
Maria's image of a "pretty girl," to insist on her ugliness. What is
surprising is not the fact that Maria is "a very, very small person," an
image that somehow can be brought together with that of a "pretty
girl." After all, small persons can be pretty, or vice-versa. What is
defamiliarizing here is the repetition of the adverb "very," and the emphasis expressed by another adverb, "indeed," as if the narrator, convinced that the readers will doubt him, wants to make Maria seem even
smaller than she really is. The second half of this same sentence stresses this impression even more, for now Maria is described as having "a
very long nose and a very long chin," with the emphatic repetition of
"very long." As if still unconvinced, the narrator introduces this part of
the sentence as an adversative clause, which makes Maria's nose and
chin even bigger. The image of a small person with a big nose and a big
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chin would not be so strange if introduced by the conjunction "and,"
which would only add one information to the other (small person +
big nose + big chin). However, the use of "but" in this sentence not
only adds one information to the other, it also opposes this second information to the previous one: small person + (antithesis) + big nose
+ big chin. Thus, the nose and the chin are not merely big, considering
Maria's height, they also intensify the disparity between Maria's features (very small, very ugly, a witch, as Marvin Magalaner wants) and
her personality (good, hard worker, peace-maker). The process of
defamiliarization is then doubled, for it is introduced on the level of the
story (when it defamiliarizes the Cinderella figure through which Maria
is presented in the first paragraph) and on the level of the discourse
(through the repetition of the adverbs and the use of the adversative
"but").
The rest of the information given in the second paragraph only
enlarges that opposition: the nose is given an attribute (Maia talks "a
little through her nose"), by its turn also opposed to another information (although through her nose, Maria talks "soothingly"); even
though able to speak, that is, to express her own ideas, Maria never
really expresses them, she has only "yes" and "no" answers, whatever
the situation is. This explains her description as a "peace-maker", and
a "veritable" one, her ability for making peace being testable in its
truth or accuracy through, for instance, a comparison: Maria opposed
to the "quarrelling women."
All these micro-oppositions arc a development of the macro-opposition between paragraph one, which presents Maria through her attributes of "(possible) beauty," "goodness," "hard worker," and paragraph two, which presents Maria through her attributes of "shortness,"
"ugliness," "peace-maker." These oppositions constitute a first characteristic of the text of "Clay," for in this short story, as well as in other
works by Joyce, things are not what they seem to be: Maria seems to be
fragile, but she is a hard worker; she is ugly like a witch, but she is a
good person, and so on. Maria's appearance and reality are, thus, ambiguous. In fact, there are two Marias, the outward ugly, witch-like
small person, and the inward good, caring, peace-making person.
Through the process of defamiliarization, the narrator of "Clay" is
able to establish that ambiguity which, as a matter of fact, had been in-
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troduced in the text of the story when the barmbracks were mentioned,
for they "seemed uncut; but ... they had been cut" indeed. Here we
find, for the first time, the adversative "but," the same conjunction
used later in the second paragraph. The difference is that here the use
of "but" is not defamiliarizing, functioning as a warning to the reader
(the supposition "if you went closer"), a warning that something will
strike him later: the defamiliarizing rupture that paragraph two establishes in relation to the context of paragraph one. The narrator in
"Clay" wants his readers to know that his text, his narrative discourse,
is not what it seems to be. In order to find out what this text is, the
reader must do what the narrator invites him to do as far as the
barmbracks arc concerned: go "closer." But even this "go closer" is
somewhat illusive. We can not forget that other phrase in paragraph
one: "you could see yourself in the big copper boilers." Since the
boilers are round, they will reflect only a distorted image, an ambiguous image, we could add. To go closer becomes, then, the way to
disclose the text of "Clay".
However, to disclose the text of "Clay" is precisely to find out its
structural reason, or reasons. One of them, it has been mentioned, is
the ambiguity through which Maria is presented at the beginning of the
story, and which is in symmetrical relation to the ambiguity through
which the fact that Maria repeats the first verse of the song "I Dreamt
that I Dwelt," at the end of the story, is described. Although a series of
symbolic interpretations has been proposed for that omission of the
second verse of the song, no attention has been given to the fact that
Maria's "mistake" is a repetition • the repetition of the first verse of
Balfe's song. And this constitutes a difference which must also be explained.
We have already seen that two signals are common to the initial
and final groups of information in "Clay," repetition and ambiguity (on
the level of the story as well as on the level of the discourse). The passage from one group to the other must reveal, then, the narrative
coherence of the story. In other words, its structural organization. If
Ravzin is right when he says that "in each process of elaborating
the information, we can identify a certain group A of initial signals and
a certain group B of final signals observed," and that "the task of a
scientific description is to explain how the transition from A to B is ef-
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fected and what links are between these two groups," 7 then an explanation for the structure of "Clay" can only be given from the discovery and analysis of other signals of repetition and ambiguity which
would justify Maria's "mistake" in repeating the first verse of Balfe's
song.
In fact, the whole story is a series of correlative repetitions; in
other words, the story is structured through a pattern of repetitions.
Some of these repetitions have already been mentioned. The others
are: the reference to Maria's big nose and big chin (99) is repeated
three more times, for whenever Maria laughs "the tip of her nose nearly met the tip of her chin" (twice on 101, once on 105); the references
to the Hallow Eves games (by Lizzie Fleming on 101) at the laundry,
and the games themselves at Joe's house (105); the barmbracks Maria
cuts at the laundry and the cakes she buys in two different shops while
going to Joe's house (102); the two trains Maria takes to go from Ballabridge, where the laundry she works in is, to Drumcondra, where
Joe's house is, and the trip itself, in two stages, each one taking twenty
minutes (100), from Ballsbridge to Pillar and from Pillar to Drumcondra. The title of the story already calls attention to repetition, since
clay is a natural material that is used in making, among other things,
bricks, tiles, and pottery, which can be done through modeling and
repetition.
But all this would still be meaningless unless we found the structure that unifies these repetitions in "Clay." The first and the second
paragraphs with their repetitions give us a hint of this structure.
Paragraph one begins with the matron giving Maria permission to
go out, and paragraph two ends with the matron saying that Maria is "a
veritable peacemaker." There are two references to Maria as a
peacemaker at the end of paragraph two, and two references to the
barmbracks at the end of paragraph one. Maria's name is twice
repeated in paragraph one, and twice in paragraph two. Also, some
grammatical constructions are repeated: "the kitchen as spick and
span," "the fire was nice and bright," "a very, very small person indeed," "a very long nose and a very long chin." Another interesting
repetition appears in "the big copper boilers" and "four very big
bamtbracks: the compound and the plural forms (copper - boilers,
barm - bracks). There is also a repetition in the opposition in the ex-
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ample of how Maria talks through her nose: "Yes, my dear, and No, my
dear."

These two initial paragraphs, built through a pattern of repetitions, are the basis for the structure of "Clay," with paragraph two
reflecting, through its own repetitions, and as if in a mirror, the structure of repetitions in paragraph one. Since antithesis is a form of
repetition, as Todorov says,8 we can divide Joyce's short story in two
parts, the first being the one which gives us Maria at the laundry, and
the second, the one which gives us Maria at Joe's house. In order to
better describe the structure of the story, we can enumerate its paragraphs and group them.
The text of "Clay" is composed of nineteen paragraphs. From
paragraph 1 to paragraph 8 we have Maria at the lundry "Dublin by
Lamplight" (100). Paragraph 9 presents Maria in the first tram she
takes to go from Ballsbridge to Pillar. Paragraph 10 present Maria in
the two shops where she buys two different kinds of cakes. Paragraph 11
presents Maria in the second tram she takes to go from Pillar to Drumcondra. From paragraph 12 to paragraph 19 we have Maria at Joe's
house. As in the chart below:
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We find, thus, the same number of paragraphs (eight) in the two
parts of the story, plus one more paragraph in each part, which present
Maria in the two trams. There is a similarity between the repetitive/op-
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positive structures of paragraphs 1 and 2, and the division of the text of
"Clay," that is, the text of the story is divided in two parts which are
also in relation through repetition/opposition: the second part of the
story (second tram — Joe's house) reflects the first part (the laundry
— first tram), with an intermediary section between them (paragraph
9).
Because of this geometrical structure, the process of repetition in
"Clay" becomes more evident. There are references in the story to: the
barmbracks (paragraph 1), the mixed penny cakes and the plumcake
(paragraphs 10 and 13); Maria's ugliness in opposition to her kindness
(paragraphs 2 and 3), Maria's kindness in opposition to her awkwardness — she forgets the plumcake in the tram to Drumcondra and, at
Joe's house, accuses the children of stealing it (paragraphs 12 and 13);
the fact that "everyone was so fond of Maria" (100; paragraph 3), and
that "she said they were all very good to her" (105), which means they
were "fond of" her (paragraph 17); Maria thinking about the relationship between Joe and Alphy, his brother, and wishing everything to be
fine (paragraph 4), Maria mentioning Alphy to Joe, upsetting him, but,
at the same time, wishing everything to be fine at the party (paragraph
15); Maria thinking about how she would like to, but would never live
with Joe and his family (paragraph 5), Maria feeling happy at the
party, but getting the prayer-book in the games, where it means "go to
a convent" and is equivalent to "not to live with Joe and his family"
(paragraph 17); Maria, a Catholic, thinking of how the Protestants are
"very nice people to live with" (100; paragraph 6), the next-door girls
playing a trick on Maria, making her get the saucer with clay (paragraph 16); the women at the laundry getting together for tea, and Lizzie Fleming wishing Maria to get the ring in the games at Joe's house
(paragraph 7), and the next-door girls preventing her from getting it
(paragraph 16); Maria getting ready to go out and looking, in the mirror, at her "nice tidy little body" (101; paragraph 8), Maria singing, at
Joe's house, "in a tiny quavering voice" (106; paragraph 18); Maria
taking the first tram and thinking of Joe and Alphy now, when they are
old and enemies, and then, when they were boys and "the best of
friends" (102; paragraph 9), Maria taking the second tram and confronting a group of impolite young men and "an elderly gentleman"
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arc references to Maria going to two cake-shops and buying two kinds
of cakes — Maria repeats her actions twice.
The most significant of these repetitions, however, is the opposition between the semes of remembrance, which pervade Part 1 ["five
years before, when he and Alphy had gone to Belfast" (100; paragraph
4), "she had nursed him and Alphy too" (100; paragraph 5), "remembering that the next morning was a mass morning" (101; paragraph 8),
"when they were boys together" (102; paragraph 9)], and the semes of
forgetfulness, which pervade Part 2 ["she began to look for her plumcake... but nowhere could she find it" (104; paragraph 13), "nobody
could find the nutcrackers" (104; paragraph 14), "when she came to
the second verse she sang again... her mistake" (106; paragraphs 18
and 19), "he could not find what he was looking for" (106; paragraph
19)].
We can conclude that Maria's "mistake" in repeating the first
verse of "I Dreamt that I Dwelt" is coherent with the structure of
repetitions on which the story is built. On the other hand, if we insist
on the fact that Maria, consciously or unconsciously, forgets to sing the
second verse of Balfe's song, her forgetfulness is also coherent with the
structure of the story, for the same reason, repetition, in opposition to
remembrance It turns out to be irrelevant to insist on the theme of marriage, present in the "forgotten" verse of the song, and Maria's inability
to sing it because of that. Maria can not sing that second verse because, in the structure of "Clay," the pattern of repetitions established
in the initial paragraphs of the story must have its correlative in the
fmal paragraphs. In other words, the structure of the story does not
allow Maria to sing that second verse, not because it refers to marriage, but because, more important than the theme of marriage is the
semic opposition between remembrance and forgetfulness, which represents the transition from a "group A of initial signals" of repetition (in
the first two paragraphs), and "a group B of final signals" of repetition
(the first verse of the song in the two final paragraphs). This transition
is what I wanted to explain here.
On a symbolic level, Maria's forgetfulness is another development
of the theme of "moral paralysis" present in Dubliners. Thus, Maria "is
not only a poor old woman, Maria is like the Poor Old Woman or
Ireland herself,"9 an Ireland who forgot "that knights... pledged their
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to me," and can only remember, ironically, "riches too great to
count" (106), an Ireland ruled (moulded as/in clay) by British hands
and condemned, as it must have seemed to Joyce (in 1905, when the
short story was written), to an endless submission (a pattern of repetition). This is the reason why Maria touches the saucer with clay: in the
structure of the story Maria and clay are equivalent.
I am inclined to believe Thomas Staley right when he says that
"there is no conflict of focus between the touching of the clay and the
song," and that "the episode with the clay is the dramatic climax of"
the story. However, in the light of my reading of "Clay," Maria does
not reach "an understanding of herself," nor is she "confronted with
the terrible emptiness of her life," as Prof. Staley argues, 10 otherwise
she would have sung the second verse of the song. Maria/Ireland can
not sing that second verse because she can not remember (or is not
aware of it anymore — moral paralysis) her "knights on bended knee."
The epiphany, I agree with Prof. Tindall (although for other reasons),
is Joe's. Is this not the reason why Joe cries? Because of
Maria's/Ireland's submissive life, molded as/in clay?
faith
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